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Abstract Recently, a number of theorists (MacFarlane (2003, 2011), Egan,
Hawthorne & Weatherson (2005), Egan (2007), Stephenson (2007a,b)) have
argued that an adequate semantics and pragmatics for epistemic modals
calls for some technical notion of relativist truth and/or relativist content.
Much of this work has relied on an empirical thesis about speaker judgments, namely that competent speakers tend to judge a present-tense bare
epistemic possibility claim true only if the prejacent is compatible with their
information. Relativists have in particular appealed to judgments elicited in
so-called eavesdropping and retraction cases to support this empirical thesis.
But opposing theorists have denied the judgments, and at present there
is no consensus in the literature about how the speaker judgments in fact
pattern. Consequently there is little agreement on what exactly a semantics
and pragmatics for epistemic modals should predict about the pattern of
judgments in these cases. Further theorizing requires greater clarity on
the data to be explained. To clarify the data, we subjected eavesdropping
and retraction cases to experimental evaluation. Our data provide evidence
against the claim that competent speakers tend to judge a present-tense
bare epistemic possibility claim true only if the prejacent is compatible with
their information. Theories designed to predict this result are accordingly
undermined.
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1 Introduction
In recent work, a number of theorists (MacFarlane (2003, 2011), Egan, Hawthorne
& Weatherson (2005), Egan (2007), Stephenson (2007a,b); see Egan 2011 and
Weatherson & Egan 2011 for overviews) have defended the following thesis:
(R)

An adequate semantics and pragmatics for epistemic modals calls for
some technical notion of relativist truth and/or relativist content.

Here are two examples of ways that (R) has been concretely developed, both
widely cited.
First example: Egan (2007) holds that present-tense bare epistemic possibility sentences express centered worlds propositions:
It might be the case that P is true relative to a centered world
hw, t, ii iff it’s compatible with everything that’s within i’s
epistemic reach at t in w that P . (Egan 2007: 8)
This is a relativist theory of the content of epistemic modal sentences inasmuch as the propositions these sentences express will generally be variable
in truth value with respect to distinct centers within the same world.
Second example: MacFarlane (2011) explores the idea of packaging the
following compositional semantic value for epistemic possibility modals:
[Might : φ\ is true at hc, w, i, ai iff for some w 0 in i, φ is true
at hc, w 0 , i, ai. (MacFarlane 2011: 164)
with a general definition of truth for occurrences of sentences at pairs of
contexts along the following lines:
An occurrence of a sentence φ at context [of utterance] cU is
true as assessed from a context cA iff φ is true at every point
of evaluation hcU , wcU , icA , ai, where

• wcU = the world of cU ,
• icA = the set of worlds that aren’t excluded by the information that is relevant at cA ,

• a = an assignment of objects from the domain of c to the
variables. (MacFarlane 2011: 176)
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MacFarlane describes the view as relativist inasmuch as “it is features of the
context of assessment, not the context of use, that determine which information state is relevant for the evaluation of epistemic modals” (MacFarlane
2011: 176). When we speak generically of “relativist views” below, we have
Egan 2007 and MacFarlane 2011 in mind as the primary exemplars.
Of course, (R) is vague, and it can be precisified in many ways. We are
not interested in counting the ways. Rather, we are interested in one kind of
motivation one could have for pursuing some version of (R) in the first place.
This is a certain thesis about speaker judgments, namely:
(J)

Competent speaker/hearers tend to judge a present-tense bare epistemic possibility claim (bep) true only if the prejacent is compatible
with their information (whether or not they are the producer of that
utterance); otherwise the bep is judged false.1

(J) is an empirical claim about competent speaker judgments. To see the
content of (J), consider some bep appropriately produced by a subject A and
evaluated for truth by distinct subjects B and C. Suppose further that B and C
are both fully informed about what information was in the epistemic reach (in
the sense of Egan 2007) of A at the time of the bep. (J) entails that B and C will
nevertheless tend to diverge concerning their truth-value judgments about
the bep in the case where one but not the other knows that the prejacent
is false. Normally we tend to think that when two subjects diverge in their
truth-value judgments about a single utterance, only one of them can be
correct. But the relativist views just described open up an alternative avenue
of response. If the truth value of a bep does in fact vary with the information
relevant at the context of assessment (MacFarlane), or if the content of any
given bep varies in truth value depending on what is in the epistemic reach
of the centered world at which it is evaluated (Egan), then the divergence in
truth-value judgment between B and C is to be expected: we need not say
that either is going wrong or judging inaccurately.
The idea that (J), or something closely approximating it, is true has played
a significant role in recent attempts to motivate (R). Egan and MacFarlane are
both clearly animated by the thought that “people tend to assess epistemic
modal claims for truth in light of what they (the assessors) know, even if
they realize that they know more than the speaker (or relevant group) did
1 Cf. Hawthorne 2004: 27, footnote 68. We interpret (J) to concern just those cases where the
truth judgment occurs immediately after the bep is produced. We are setting aside cases
where there is a substantial time lag between the production of a bep and its assessment.
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at the time of utterance” (MacFarlane 2011: 160; see also Egan 2007: 2–5, the
section entitled “Motivation for relativism: eavesdroppers”). Their respective
theoretical developments of (R) are designed to predict this putative fact
about the way subjects are prone to assess epistemic modal claims.2 The
objective of this paper is to clarify what exactly the speaker judgments are
in this domain. Our approach is to frame a precise version of the empirical
thesis, viz., (J), and to investigate experimentally whether it is correct.
To be clear, note that we are not claiming that (J) is the only motivation
that theorists could offer, or have in fact offered, for relativist views. That
would of course be mistaken. Stephenson (2007a), for example, defends a
version of (R), but not in order to predict (J). One might of course try to
defend (R) in myriad ways. We are not engaged in any general attack on (R).
Rather, we are keying into exactly one kind of motivation that has loomed
large among developers of (R)-like views, namely the idea that a semantics
and pragmatics for the language of epistemic modality needs to predict, or
at least sit naturally with, (J).
Why might anyone think something like (J) is correct? In motivating (J),
relativists have drawn particular attention to two sorts of intuition-pumping
cases, what we will call extracontextual assessment cases and retraction cases.
In an extracontextual assessment case, a scenario is constructed where a
bep is produced by an agent in some normal way, but it is stipulated that the
prejacent of the bep is, after all, false. Here is an example:3
fat tony
Fat Tony is a mobster who has faked his own death in order to
evade the police. He secretly plants highly compelling evidence
of his murder at the docks. The evidence is discovered by the
authorities, and word gets out about his apparent death. The
next evening, from his safehouse, Fat Tony watches a panel of
2 A general point of clarification: we take it that the technical notion(s) of truth devised in
the context of particular compositional semantic theories need not be such as to map onto
ordinary naive speaker judgments of truth and falsity in any self-evident way. Ordinary
speaker truth-value judgments are standardly assumed to be among the explananda of natural language semantics, but their relations to technical notions may well be highly indirect.
(For additional discussion, see Yalcin forthcoming.) We read the relativists highlighted as
positing a relatively direct relation between the technical notions of truth they postulate and
ordinary speaker truth-value judgments, at least in the relevant cases. We interpret this as a
substantive dimension of the relativists’ theoretical position.
3 For examples in the literature, see for instance Dialogue 3 of MacFarlane 2003: 5 or the James
Bond eavesdropping case described in Egan 2007: 2–5.
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experts on the news discussing the question of whether he is
dead.
Expert A has had a good look at the evidence found at the
scene. “Fat Tony is dead”, he says. Expert B has also had a good
look at the evidence, but his assessment is more cautious. “Fat
Tony might be dead”, B says.
In the story, Expert B says “Fat Tony might be dead”, but Fat Tony is alive.
Call Expert B’s utterance token might. The idea is to use this case to examine
judgments about the truth value of might, as issued by extracontextual
assessors: competent speakers who (i) are outside of the discourse context
in which the bep is generated and (ii) know that the prejacent of that bep
is false. In the fat tony case, one kind of extracontextual assessor is Fat
Tony himself. He is an eavesdropper on the discourse where might occurs
in the sense we are interested in. Another kind of extracontextual assessor is
the reader of the vignette. Although the reader does not “eavesdrop” on the
imagined discourse in any normal sense, she is not in the discourse context
of might, and she possesses the (stipulated) information that the prejacent
is false (relative to the world of the vignette). This qualifies her for the status
of extracontextual assessor.4
4 For another example, Hacking (1967) imagines a salvage crew looking for a treasure in a ship
that sank long ago. A mate says “It is possible that we shall find the treasure here”, but in
the scenario it is stipulated (indirectly) that the treasure is not in the relevant bay. So the
crew will not find it there. So the prejacent of the modal claim produced by the mate is false.
The case thus fits our description of an extracontextual assessment case: the reader of this
vignette is provided with the information that the prejacent of an imagined bep is false, and
we may then probe the intuition of the reader about the truth value of that bep.
(Hacking also stipulates as part of his example that unbeknownst to the mate, his own
log data actually rule out the possibility that the ship had sunk in the relevant bay. Hacking’s
main purpose with the example is not to develop a relativist view but to defend the idea that
beps may be truth-conditionally sensitive to evidence going beyond what is in fact known
(by anyone). But a relativist might offer an alternative account of the putative judgments in
this case. Roughly, she could hold that (i) in evaluating fictional utterances within a story,
subjects pretend to be in a state of information that corresponds to the content of the story
and (ii) fictional utterances having relativist content will be evaluated by subjects for truth
and falsity relative to this pretend state of information. Since in the story, it is given that
the ship is not in the relevant bay, that information will be part of the pretend state of
information that subjects will use to evaluate the bep produced by the mate; thus they will
judge it false.)
More recent work in the relativist vein has emphasized extracontextual assessment
cases which involve an explicit eavesdropper in the imagined scenario (thus “eavesdropping
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What is the judgment of extracontextual assessors concerning the truth
value of might? Relativists like Egan (2007) have generally taken it that these
sorts of cases provoke judgments in line with (J). It is helpful to frame two
specific empirical claims one might make in this vein:
(1)

Extracontextual assessors do not tend to judge that might is true.

(2)

Extracontextual assessors tend to judge that might is false.

If (1) and (2) were correct, this would indeed support (J).
Consider next retraction cases. Here a scenario is constructed where a
bep is sensibly produced by some agent in a discourse but, at some later
time, that agent acquires the information that the prejacent of the bep is in
fact false. The agent then responds by retracting his bep — for example, by
saying something to the effect that he was wrong in saying what he said. To
give an example, take the fat tony vignette above and extend it with the
following text:
Shortly thereafter, new evidence comes to light, and everyone
now agrees that Fat Tony is actually alive.
Expert A then says, “I was wrong — Fat Tony was actually alive.”
Expert B also says, “I was wrong — Fat Tony was actually alive.”
Call this extended vignette fat tony with retraction. It is natural to say
that Expert A is right to retract his earlier assertion. Do competent speakers
of English think it is also right for Expert B to retract his earlier assertion
(viz., might)? Some relativists have thought that this kind of retraction
would indeed be proper (notably, MacFarlane (2011)). They have in effect
hypothesized that given the extended vignette:
(3)

Competent speakers tend to judge that it is appropriate for Expert B
to retract might.

cases”). Readers of these vignettes are not directly asked for their truth-value judgments
about the hypothetical bep; rather, the eavesdropper in the scenario is stipulated to vocalize
a truth-value judgment about a bep, and readers are then asked about their judgments
about the eavesdropper’s judgments. Below we experimentally evaluate both species of
extracontextual assessment. Thus we are conceiving of the eavesdropping cases as a subclass
of the extracontextual assessment cases.
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If (3) is correct, this would lend support to (J), given the simple thought that,
other things being equal, one ought to retract a statement one has recently
made when it becomes clear that it is false.
The robustness of the judgments relativists have cited in support of their
theories, in connection with these two kinds of cases, has been questioned
(see Hacquard 2006, Hawthorne 2007, Stephenson 2007a, Wright 2007, von
Fintel & Gillies 2008, 2011, Dietz 2008, Yalcin 2008, 2011, Portner 2009, Willer
2010, 2013, Dowell 2011, Swanson 2011, Braun 2012, Yanovich 2014). What is
reasonable to assume about the truth values of (1), (2) and (3)? More generally,
how do the judgments in fact pattern in extracontextual assessment and
retraction cases? There is no consensus in the literature on these matters. In
particular, there is no consensus in the literature about whether (J) is correct.
Correspondingly, there is no consensus about whether it should constrain
theorizing about the semantics and pragmatics of epistemic modals.
To make further progress in this fragment of the literature, we require
greater clarity on the data to be explained. Our objective in this note is not to
develop a new theory that explains the patterns in speaker judgments about
epistemic modal sentences, but rather to engage in the prior task of clarifying
just what these patterns are. Below we present experimentally collected data
for a number of extracontextual assessment and retraction cases. We bring
these data to bear on (J) and the larger question of (R).
Our data focus on unembedded occurrences of epistemic possibility
modals, the locus of attention in this fragment of the literature. In this
respect our study complements to some extent Hacquard & Wellwood 2012,
a recent corpus-based study of the distribution of epistemics in embedded
contexts.
Our main result can be summarized briefly: (J) is incorrect. Theorists who
have supposed otherwise are, we suspect, tracking something theoretically
interesting and important for our understanding of epistemic modality; it
is just that what they are tracking is not the truth of (J). Our data hint
that a certain related generalization, distinct from (J) but easily confused
or conflated with it, may well be correct. We frame a candidate for this
alternative generalization in our concluding section.
2

Experiment 1

In our first experiment, we examined people’s intuitions about the truth
value of the bep produced by Expert B in the fat tony vignette, might. We
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wanted to know whether people would indeed agree with the claim that this
sentence was false and disagree with the claim that the sentence was true,
given that the prejacent of might is plainly false according to the vignette.
In this experiment, we are in effect treating the experimental participant (the
reader of the vignette) as the extracontexual assessor.
2.1 Methods
One hundred thirty participants completed a questionnaire online through
Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT). All participants were given the vignette
about Fat Tony presented above. All participants were then asked whether
they agreed or disagreed with a single statement. Each participant was
randomly assigned to receive one of four different statements, as follows:
(nonmodal-true)
(nonmodal-false)
(modal-true)
(modal-false)

What
What
What
What

Expert
Expert
Expert
Expert

A said is true.
A said is false.
B said is true.
B said is false.

Each participant was asked to rate the relevant statement on a Likert scale
from 1 (“completely disagree”) to 7 (“completely agree”).
2.2 Results and discussion
Results for each condition are displayed in Figure 1.5 In this particular case,
(J) predicts that participants should give the same responses in the modal
conditions that they do in the nonmodal conditions, and we therefore used
the nonmodal conditions as a baseline for comparison. As the figure shows,
participants’ responses in the modal conditions were strikingly different
from those in the nonmodal conditions.6 Participants were far more inclined
to agree with the claim that the modal statement was true than they were to
5 Within experimental linguistics, there is a certain amount of controversy as to whether
Likert scale responses should be treated as continuous data or as ordinal data (see Schütze
& Sprouse 2013). For completeness, we report means and standard errors in the figures
accompanying each experiment, but we perform only nonparametric statistical analyses.
6 Participants in this first experiment received at the outset a “catch question” designed to
make sure that they were paying careful attention. (The page displayed a question together
with some lengthy instructions. The instructions indicated that they should actually ignore
the question displayed entirely and simply answer with “I have read the instructions.”) We
excluded from the analyses all subjects who either failed the catch question or reported that
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True
False

6
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3
2
1
Nonmodal
Figure 1

Modal

Mean ratings by condition for Experiment 1. Error bars show
standard error of the mean.

agree that the nonmodal statement was true7 and far less inclined to agree
that the modal statement was false than they were to agree that the nonmodal statement was false.8 Most importantly, within the modal conditions,
participants were significantly more inclined to agree that the statement was
true than they were to agree that it was false.9
In short, the pattern of people’s judgments was almost exactly the opposite of what one would predict given (J). Participants could see that the
prejacent of the bep was plainly false, but they were nonetheless significantly
more inclined to say that the bep itself was true than that it was false.
One might worry that the results of this first study are due to some
experimental artifact involving either (a) the precise way in which the question
was posed or (b) the idiosyncratic details of the fat tony vignette itself.
they were not native speakers of English. In all, 151 participants were recruited for the study,
21 failed the catch question and 2 reported that they were not native English speakers.
The data were analyzed using ordinal regression, with participants’ responses as the
dependent variable and statement type (1 for modal, 0 for nonmodal), truth value (1 for true,
0 for false) and the interaction as predictors. There was a significant effect of statement type
(b = -3.0, SE = .54, p < .001), a significant effect of truth value (b = 4.1, SE = .62, p < .001)
and a significant interaction (b = 6.5, SE = .86, p < .001).
7 Mann-Whitney U, p < .001
8 Mann-Whitney U, p < .001
9 Mann-Whitney U, p < .001
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We address these worries in the remaining studies. First, we introduce an
alternative way of posing the question. Then, in Experiment 4, we shift to an
entirely different vignette.
3

Experiment 2

Experiment 1 focuses on the experimental participants themselves as the
extracontextual assessors. But we might also focus on Fat Tony as the extracontextual assessor. In other words, rather than directly asking particpants
for their judgments about might, we could instead have Fat Tony verbalize
a truth-value judgment about might and then ask participants to what extent they agree with what Fat Tony says. This kind of task is rather more
complicated — in effect, it asks for a judgment about a judgment — but cases
with this structure have nevertheless been used by relativists to motivate (J)
(see, e.g., Egan, Hawthorne & Weatherson 2005, Egan 2007, MacFarlane 2011).
Indeed, this paradigm is the standard kind of extracontextual assessment
case in the literature. Experiment 2 is designed to discover the pattern in
judgments in this kind of extracontextual assessment case.
3.1

Methods

One hundred twenty-three participants completed a questionnaire online
using AMT. All participants received the vignette about Fat Tony used in the
previous two studies. However, in this new study, an additional sentence
was included at the end of the vignette. The sentence always took the form:
“Watching this discussion on television, Fat Tony says to his henchmen,
(statement)”. The exact statement included in this sentence then varied by
condition as follows:
(nonmodal-true)
(nonmodal-false)
(modal-true)
(modal-false)

“What
“What
“What
“What

Expert
Expert
Expert
Expert

A said is true.”
A said is false.”
B said is true.”
B said is false.”

All participants were then asked to indicate whether they agreed or disagreed
with what Fat Tony had said on a scale from 1 (“completely disagree”) to 7
(“completely agree”).
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Modal

Mean ratings by condition for Experiment 2. Error bars show
standard error of the mean.

3.2 Results and discussion
Results for each condition are displayed in Figure 2.10 As the figure shows,
the results of this second experiment came closer to the pattern that would
be expected given (J). Ratings for the claim that the modal was true were
significantly lower than those provided for the obviously true statement in
(nonmodal-false),11 and ratings for the claim that the modal was false were
significantly higher than those provided for the obviously false statement in
(nonmodal-true).12
Yet, once again, the more salient result was participants’ continuing
tendency to go against the predictions of (J). Participants were far more
inclined to say that the modal claim was true than they were to say that the
nonmodal assertion was true13 and far less inclined to say that the modal
10 Three participants reported that they were not native speakers of English and were therefore excluded from the analyses. The data were analyzed using ordinal regression, with
participants’ responses as the dependent variable and statement type (1 for modal, 0 for
nonmodal), truth value (1 for true, 0 for false) and the interaction as predictors. There was a
significant effect of statement type (b = -2.3, SE = .56, p < .001), a significant effect of truth
value (b = -1.4, SE = .50, p < .001) and a significant interaction (b = 6.2, SE = .90, p < .001).
11 Mann-Whitney U, p < .001
12 Mann-Whitney U, p < .05
13 Mann-Whitney U, p < .001
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claim was false than they were to say that the nonmodal claim was false.14
Most importantly, they were significantly more inclined to say that the modal
claim was true than they were to say that it was false.15
In sum, the results of our first two experiments tell a fairly consistent
story. In cases where (J) predicts that people will regard the statement might
as false, experimental participants do show at least some reluctance to say
that it is true and at least some inclination to say that it is false. Yet on
the whole, participants are inclined to say that might is true and not false.
Thus, the overall pattern of people’s responses departs nontrivially from
what would be expected given (J).
4 Experiment 3
In this next experiment, we looked at judgments about the appropriateness
of retraction. That is, we looked at judgments about whether it would be right
for a speaker who had produced a bep to subsequently say “I was wrong”
after learning that the prejacent of the bep is false.
4.1 Methods
Eighty-two participants completed a questionnaire study online using AMT.
All participants received the fat tony with retraction vignette presented
above. Thus participants were told that Expert A made an unmodalized
assertion while Expert B used an epistemic modal, and then when further
evidence became available, both experts said “I was wrong.”
Participants were randomly assigned either to the nonmodal condition or
to the modal condition. Participants were asked to evaluate the sentence:
Expert A [B] was right to say “I was wrong.”
In other words, the difference between conditions was simply that participants in the nonmodal condition were asked about Expert A’s retraction,
while participants in the modal condition were asked about Expert B’s retraction. Participants were asked to indicate whether they agreed with what
Expert A [B] said on a scale from 1 (“completely disagree”) to 7 (“completely
agree”).
14 Mann-Whitney U, p < .001
15 Mann-Whitney U, p = .01
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Mean ratings by condition for Experiment 3. Error bars show
standard error of the mean.

Results and discussion

Results for each condition are displayed in Figure 3. As the figure shows, participants in the nonmodal condition agreed that it was right for the speaker
to retract, while participants in the modal condition gave the statement an
intermediate rating. This rating was significantly lower than the one obtained
for the nonmodal condition.16
Participants did not strongly agree with the claim that it would be correct
in this case for the speaker to retract, but at the very least, they did not
specifically disagree with this claim. This result is the closest we have been
able to get so far to the data that might be expected given (J).
The pattern observed here in people’s judgments about retraction is
certainly an interesting and important one. The key question now is whether
it provides evidence for (J). We take up this question in the next experiment.
5 Experiment 4
In this final experiment, we further explore the issue of retraction. When
one learns that people think that it would be appropriate for a speaker to
16 Three participants reported that they were not native speakers of English and were therefore
excluded. Mann-Whitney U, p < .001.
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retract an utterance, it is natural to conclude that people regard the content
of that utterance as false. But perhaps this conclusion is too hasty. The
relationship between judgments about retraction and judgments about falsity
might, in fact, be considerably more complex. Our aim in this experiment
is to more clearly distinguish these two sorts of judgments. Accordingly,
participants were randomly assigned to be asked either (a) whether it would
be appropriate for the speaker to retract or (b) whether the speaker’s original
assertion was false.
In addition, we turned to a slightly different methodology. One might
worry that there is something idiosyncratic about our fat tony vignette
which has been distorting the results in the experiments reported thus far.
We therefore thought it worthwhile to test an example offered by an advocate
of relativism, rather than an example contrived by us. Specifically, we used an
example given by MacFarlane (2003, 2011) in support of a relativist analysis.
5.1 Methods
One hundred fifty-nine participants completed a questionnaire study online
using AMT. The experiment used a 2 × 2 design in which each participant was
assigned to receive a particular statement (epistemic modal vs. nonmodal)
and a particular question about that statement (falsity vs. retraction).
Participants in the epistemic modal condition received the following
vignette (closely modeled on MacFarlane 2011):17
Sally and George are talking about whether Joe is in Boston.
Sally carefully considers all the information she has available
and concludes that there is no way to know for sure. Sally says:
“Joe might be in Boston.”
Just then, George gets an email from Joe. The email says that
Joe is in Berkeley. So George says: “No, he isn’t in Boston. He is
in Berkeley.”
Participants in the nonmodal condition received a vignette that was exactly
the same, except that Sally says “Joe is in Boston.”
Participants in the retraction conditions then received the question:
17 The vignette was slightly modified so as to make it clear that, at the time of the utterance,
the relevant evidence was not within the speaker’s “epistemic reach” (see, e.g., Yanovich
2014). This issue is largely orthogonal to the one under investigation in the present paper.
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Mean ratings by condition for Experiment 4. Error bars show
standard error of the mean.

We want to know whether it would be appropriate for Sally to
take back what she said (for example, by saying “Ok, scratch
that”). So please tell us whether you agree or disagree with the
following statement:

• It would be appropriate for Sally to take back what she
said.
Participants in the falsity conditions received the question:
We want to know whether what Sally said is false. So please tell
us whether you agree or disagree with the following statement:

• What Sally said is false.
All participants were asked to indicate their level of agreement on a scale
from 1 (“completely disagree”) to 7 (“completely agree”).
5.2

Results and discussion

Results for each condition are displayed in Figure 4. As the figure shows, the
pattern of responses obtained for the modal statement was quite different
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from the pattern obtained for the nonmodal statement.18 For judgments
about the nonmodal statement, there was no significant difference between
agreement with the claim that the assertion was false and agreement with
the claim that the speaker should retract.19 By contrast, for judgments in
the modal conditions, there was a difference between responses to the two
questions. Specifically, participants were more inclined to agree that the
speaker should retract the bep than they were to agree that the bep was
false.20 Moreover, agreement with the claim that the bep was false was
significantly lower than the baseline provided by agreement with the claim
that the nonmodal assertion was false.21
In short, this final study showed a significant divergence between people’s
judgments about retraction and their judgments about falsity. We found
strong agreement with the claim that it would be appropriate for the speaker
to retract the bep, but we did not find strong agreement with the claim that
the bep was false. In other words, there is clearly something that makes
people think it would be appropriate for the speaker to retract, but whatever
that something is, we cannot say in general that it owes to a judgment that
the original bep itself is false.
6

General discussion

In four experiments, we examined judgments about cases in which a speaker
utters a bep whose prejacent is known to be false. When participants were
given a case of this type, they disagreed with the claim that the bep was false
and actually tended to agree that it was true (Experiment 1). This finding arose
even when we switched to an eavesdropper case in which participants are
asked to imagine an extracontextual assessor who has more evidence than the
original speaker (Experiment 2). Participants did show a certain inclination to
say that the speaker should retract a bep when the prejacent is revealed to
18 Five participants reported that they were not native speakers of English and were therefore excluded from the analyses. The data were analyzed using ordinal regression, with
participants’ responses as the dependent variable and statement type (1 for modal, 0 for
nonmodal), question type (1 for retraction, 0 for falsity) and the interaction as predictors.
There was a significant effect of statement type (b = 0.9, SE = .44, p < .05), a significant
effect of question type (b = -1.9, SE = .46, p < .001) and a significant interaction (b = 1.9, SE =
.64, p < .01).
19 Mann-Whitney U, p = .84
20 Mann-Whitney U, p < .001
21 Mann-Whitney U, p < .001
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be false (Experiment 3), but when judgments about the appropriateness of
retraction are disentangled from judgments about the falsity of the original
statement, it becomes clear that whatever it is that makes participants regard
retraction as appropriate, it is not a judgment that the original statement is
false (Experiment 4). Taken together, these four experiments tell a consistent
story. What they suggest is that (J) is mistaken.
In making this claim, we do not take ourselves to have refuted (R). Again,
the dialectic is this. Relativists like Egan (2007) and MacFarlane (2011) have
defended versions of (R). Their defenses have rested in nontrivial part on (J).
Our data undermine (J). Thereby our data undermine attempts to support (R)
from (J). We have not shown that (R) could not be defended in other ways.
Perhaps it can be; again, see Stephenson 2007a.
Egan (2007) and MacFarlane (2011) have, we think, brought to attention interesting and important facts about the language of epistemic modality. What
we have critiqued is the idea that (J) accurately characterizes the relevant
empirical facts. In seeking fruitful alternative descriptive generalizations,
we might begin by looking again at the results of our last experiment. Here
we observed that truth-value judgments and retraction judgments can come
apart in the case of epistemic modal language. This surprising fact suggests
that retraction is not — or not generally — a way of manifesting a view about
the truth value of a claim. We might therefore seek some other kind of
theoretical understanding of retraction. One possible approach would be to
view retraction as a phenomenon whereby speakers are primarily indicating
that they no longer want a conversational common ground incorporating
the update associated with a sentence that they previously uttered. On this
approach, what is retracted is a certain conversational update; retraction
is in part a means of undoing or disowning the context change or update
performed by a speech act. One attractive feature of this conception of
retraction is that it is sufficiently general to apply to nonassertoric speech
acts, like commands, questions and expressives. There is an intuitive sense
in which one can retract a speech act of any of these forms.
If we understood retraction along these general lines, it would make
sense to shift some of our attention to a different question. Specifically,
following a suggestion from Khoo (2014), we might seek to explain these
data not in terms of the truth conditions of epistemic modal sentences but
rather in terms of their conversational dynamics. What is the characteristic
conversational effect or update of epistemic possibility sentences, such that
it might make sense for speakers to disown or retract that update in the
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sort of context provided in Experiment 4? There has, of course, been much
theorizing about the conversational effect and dynamics of epistemic modal
sentences (see Groenendijk, Stokhof & Veltman 1997, Veltman 1996, Beaver
2001, Egan 2007, von Fintel & Gillies 2007, 2010, 2011, Yalcin 2007, 2011,
2012a,b, Willer 2010, 2013 and Yablo 2011, among others). It would be natural
to seek some illumination about retraction in this work.
In this connection, we note that a common theme in this work is the
following rather natural idea: a conversation which incorporates the update
associated with an epistemic possibility sentence is (inter alia) a conversation
that can be felicitously updated with its prejacent. If so, perhaps retraction,
in situations like the one provided by Experiment 4, chiefly targets this
dimension of the conversational effect of epistemic possibility sentences.
Perhaps retraction is a way of flagging that one no longer wishes to be in a
conversational context having this property. For example, in Experiment 4,
participants say that the speaker should retract his assertion of “Joe might
be in Boston.” The hypothesis under consideration here would be that
participants are not thereby indicating that the speaker should maintain that
his original assertion was false; rather, they are indicating that he should flag
that he no longer wishes to be in a particular kind of conversational context
(namely, a context that can be felicitously updated with “Joe is in Boston”).
This suggestion requires further investigation. We offer it as a possible
direction for further inquiry. And we note that even if existing accounts of
the dynamics of epistemic modal sentences can make sense of the retraction
data along these lines, it would remain to be seen whether such accounts
can also predict the distribution of truth-value judgments observed in the
experiments reported above.
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